Write each ear notch on the line under each pig head.
Write each ear notch on the line under each pig head.
Intermediate Ear Notching Instructions

- Have participant write each ear notch on the line under each pig head.
- The time limit for this station is 5 minutes.
- If the participant exceeds 5 minutes please ask them to stop and calculate the points that they have completed.

Scoring: Each ear notch is worth 5 points, the answer is either right or wrong, and no half points will be awarded. Circle the number on the score sheet that they have correct and record the corresponding points in the black box at the top right of the station box.

**This station has a total of 25 points.**
**There cannot be more than 25 points scored for this station**

Thank you very much for volunteering to help with the skillathon. Please remember to complete the skillathon facilitator information sheet and leave it on your stations table at the end of the competition. Thank You!
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